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NetEase Technology News, May 21, according to foreign media reports, the world-renowned developer of the virtual private network VPN Angel Free completed the current round of Goldman Sachs led by the C-Series financing plan. Funding was $52 million. Hotspot Shield, the company's staple product,
is popular with users, with more than 60 million downloads on 100 million visits and 2 billion monthly web pages. AnchorFree has created a profitable business model and is focused on using new equity to sustain market growth, in an attempt to expand the market to 1.6 billion Internet users between the
world and the world. VPN products are designed to automatically detect unencrypted wireless networks, allow users to browse the Internet without obstacles, alert users if necessary, and automatically activate Hotspot Shield. The service automatically generates a temporary IP address that encodes all of
each user's web sessions and converts all HTTP sites to HTTP (S). The service is so popular that users avoid the hassle of relying on a personal web page or web host to keep them safe. In addition, if a user intends to access a domain name that contains one of 3.5 million malicious hazards, Hotspot
Shield alerts the user and connects the user to a safe snapshot of the problem web page. With the growing problem of flashback trojans and Android malware, no computer can completely avoid a possible intrusion. Describing the situation, AnchorFree said: If antivirus software is designed to keep users
safe, Hotspot Shield protects the entire network by preventing users from being identified by attackers and third-party tracking. Such as malware blocking and phishing websites. The product is particularly popular in highly censored countries, where first world users can view news around the world of their
choice, and those in countries that are subject to verification are treated equally. Hotspot Shield provides users with Microsoft and Apple-enabled versions of advertising, as well as paid premium services that provide users with additional protection against malware and faster viewing. In November, the
company launched its iOS app service, which has been downloaded 1 million times so far. Users can use the 7-day free service after downloading the app, which is available for a fee if they continue to use it. Although the company has not released the exact time, people familiar with the matter said it will
soon release the service for Android. In mobile apps, Hotspot Shield provides user security and data compression services. Users can choose their low, medium and high levels data that mainly affects image quality. The company says that the service not only reduces user traffic in half, but also increases
the speed of the Internet. AnchorFree received $11 million in the previous funding round, with investors including former MCI CEO Bert McClaren. Bert Roberts, RENN Capital Group, Inc., Rainwater Inc. and other strategic investors. The company's board of directors includes DOUG, IBM's Global CFO.
Doug Maine, investor of New York Angels Esther. Esther. Coleman, former CEO of O'Malley Action, said: This is a very good time to see Rick Roth, vice president of development at Bowitt Network Technologies, said: This is a very important development issue. Kevin Cook et ceh (Wang Xiuzi) 2011-07-
07 10:19:49 Source: Junguankun Internet Editor: Li Jie For many businesses wanting to get stable, fast access to the network, VPN is naturally recognized as the best choice for years. There are also many businesses using VPN channels, the value is that a VPN can be several times encrypted data to
achieve the goal of secure Internet usage. Many large businesses also choose VPNs to support their creation of secure secure relationships with remote users, corporate affiliates, business partners, and suppliers in the company's intranet, and to ensure the security of additional virtual private networks
for business partners and users cost-effectively.   Using a VPN may be unfamiliar to Windows 7 users. So, the editor below is to specify how to install a VPN connection under Windows 7, and how to build a VPN server yourself. This article will be explained separately for you.   For users who want
to install a VPN connection, you can do so by following these steps.   1. Open the start control panel and tap the Network and Exchange Center.   2, according to the Change network settings column, click the Settings button for a new connection and network (if you already know that a VPN
connection is installed, you can directly click Connect to the network to connect to a VPN).   3. In setting up a connection or network dialog, click Connect on the workspace and click Next.   4. In the Connect to workspace dialog, click Use My Internet Connection (VPN) to connect via the Internet via
a virtual private network (VPN).   5, in the dialog box Connect to the workspace in the appropriate place, enter the known IP address of the VPN server, click on.   6, in the dialog field Connecting to the workspace in the appropriate place, enter the network administrator on the username and
password. 7, creates a VPN connection. Click Close to complete the VPN connection setup. 1 2 Global Network Comprehensive Reporter Report. 04 Aug 2017 09:18:31 . Source: Global Times. We do business locally in accordance with local laws, Apple CEO Tim Cook said in response to Apple China's
app store's decision to remove VPNs from shelves.   Some network users compared the incident to Apple's debate last year over whether to help law enforcement officers unlock cellphones held by one of the gunmen in San Bernardino, Southern California, a terrorist attack, and a federal agency's
lawsuit against the president. Others criticized Apple for fearing China's huge market without the dice that Google left China this year.   To put aside the fog of public opinion, one of the common features of Apple's emergence is a solid legal framework: action under the local law on power and rights.  
 VPN is a virtual private network, its main function is to create a private network in a public network for encrypted communication. In fact, back in mid-to-late January of this year the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology on demand, in the field of information technology, cloud computing, big
data boom background to prevent disorderly development, in accordance with the law to investigate and punish unregistered operations, excessive operations and other illegal actions, strengthening network information security management, maintaining a fair and orderly market environment. At the same
time clearly put forward the main telecommunications enterprises to rent international special lines for users, should focus on creating user files so that users clearly use the use and other requirements. A week ago, a spokesman for the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology said that non-
compliance with regulations, businesses and individuals in accordance with the law, was not affected to strengthen non-standard VPN cleaning, mainly to clean up these unregistered operations.   Apple's app store in China has been put off the shelves because it's against the rules, and Apple has had
to do so even if it wants to. As Tim Cook says, we don't want to delete these apps, but as we do in any country or region where we do business according to local laws. The new rules require service providers to obtain a government-issued license to provide VPN services.   The perfection and
development of the rule of law on the Internet in China and the great progress of China's economic development are the root causes of Apple's VPN initiative. Since the Cybersecurity Act, passed in June this year as the top law on internet governance, a number of laws and regulations have been
introduced, formulated and improved scientifically, which marks 100 m. Thus, in the context of the rule of law and the rapid economic development of the Chinese Internet, Apple, which violates the relevant rules, has just launched a VPN in the Chinese App Store. (The author is the deputy director of the
propaganda department of Liaonich provincial committee of the Communist Party of China) voted to download Lychee News APP client and watch the news anytime, anywhere! Page 2 Global Technology Report: On August 3, 2017, Samsung World Flagship 8, a high-quality business flagship built by
China Mobile and Samsung Electronics, was officially launched. The world's leading flagship product series deeply understands the needs of users, by virtue of a square inch between the ingenuity of technology and luxury introvert design concepts, to become a high-end business elite range of taste
choices. This time China Mobile and Samsung Electronics will join forces to allow users to better experience the exclusive experience of the world's flagship 8 and enjoy the quality of life. Opening conferences, an ancient piano and a deep piano ensemble made of high mountain water as harmony rhythm,
ensemble and songs, just like china Mobile and Samsung Electronics collaboration to give users a special sense of honor. Samsung's flagship series has always adhered to a heritage of classics, a desire for innovation, a demanding concept of detail, for consumers to create ultra-high-end products. The
flagship 8 as Samsung's flagship series of sincere work, in addition to inheriting the classics of the world, respectively, in design, technology, technology and ingenuity polishing, so that the smartphone has become the ideal partner for the business elite. The event was hosted by CCTV host Chen
Weichong and another dialogue was held. China Mobile and Samsung's two group of senior leaders jointly said to read Samsung's flagship 8 square-inch ingenuity, heritage interpretation and innovative classics. Back to the source of the classics to convey the power of science and technology to innovate
in the details of the finely crafted is the essence of luxury. The world leader's flagship 8 features an elegant design, with a physical high-end ceramic blast keyboard to form a very era-like visual impact. At the same time, a smooth touch of the main and subscreen, with real physical keyboard feedback,
allows the user to enjoy the accuracy and pleasure of fine work in the classics. In addition to providing a discreet and luxurious visual representation of gold prints on the keyboard, Samsung has conducted numerous rigorous tests to develop special pigments to create the world's golden age flagship. For
the flagship users of The Leader smartphone with flip-top design has become its classic logo. This world's leading flagship 8 is a more classic atop continuous innovation, one-in-one movement and regular decision-making thousands of miles away. As the main part of the flip, the world's flagship 8, to
ensure its durability, by zinc alloy die casting, transferring the shaft more accurate to the level of the micron standards process, will be a cautious beginning of the gentleman, poor, lost thousands of miles of police constant words in scientific and technological innovation constantly flipped. The refinery is
working to develop a soul-searching cast of taste in front of Samsung World's flagship series since its birth, a consistent ingenuity of quenching, so that each generation of products can withstand the severe test of time, maintain an innate quality of honor. Honor. Butler's service Open exclusive life high-
end flagship mobile phone is not only a means of communication, but also a mature temperament of the show and a symbol of identity. Samsung Electronics has a more complete and intimate butler service for users who buy the flagship World Leader 8. Prestige, honoring the nobles of the world, the
butler service adheres to this concept, for users to provide green channel services and a 24-hour VIP dedicated hotline to help users solve complex problems in the use of mobile phones. Creating these service systems, without exception, is to allow users to enjoy a premium experience. Following
Samsung's consistent innovation power, the world's flagship 8 has a unique charm. This time, China Mobile and Samsung Electronics are a strong joint, understanding the needs of China's elite users to create customized services according to the characteristics of the crowd, from mobile terminals to
operator services, rooted in local regional characteristics, for elite people to bring extraordinary and outstanding experiences. Exclusive from classics, heritage and innovation. The flagship Samsung 8 illustrates the close collaboration between China Mobile and Samsung Electronics, which aims to provide
users with better and more intimate services, and aims to become the new benchmark of the industry. We're going to have a flagship 8 with you and move on. Download Lychee News APP customer and watch the news anytime, anywhere! Page 3 For today's competitive gamers, there are ways to
improve the gaming experience they are looking for, and spend a lot of money on it almost unthring. Mechanical keyboard, competitive mouse has long been popular among players, SSD followed by a significant reduction in the download speed of the game advantage to become the second part of the
update, now, the electronic display competition has become a lot of e-race players have to choose. The past embarrassment of the electronic sports display is that it emphasizes the speed of the upgrade and other electronic race options are not enough to give the player a clear feeling, but the current
144Hz or even higher level of upgrade popularity has allowed users to clearly feel a smoother and smoother game of fun. With more and more game lovers, people's demand for eSports displays also shows an upt show. Although in the past many players prefer to spend money on playing key mice, SSD
and other components, but now with many games in image quality, special effects, rhythm and other aspects of overall improvement, the role of electronic display competition began to gradually highlight, many Edo race enthusiasts noticed the configuration of 144 Hz, then the edict display with this
feature is not perfect? In addition to the speed update also look The technology of synchronizing graphics cards Indeed, for the display of electric race, high speed updates can make the image cleaner in order to achieve without a shadow performance, which is an advantage of 144 Hz. But the graphics
card and monitor also have synchronization problems, after the speed update is up, due to the problem of out-of-screen synchronization, the electric display also often appears to have the feeling of breaking the screen. NVIDIA G-SYNC. G-SYNC. AMD FreeSync introduced FreeSync in the face of this
market change, which works in much the same way as G-SYNC. It's just that FreeSync supports more upgrade rates with DP1.2 specs, and free licensing fees, no hardware costs, no communication overheads, with little additional costs imposed on display manufacturers, and consumers naturally don't
have to pay extra. Its economy is better, in the end choose which synchronization technology, or depends on what the user likes the graphics card. Download Lychee News APP customer and watch the news anytime, anywhere! Page 4 on the evening of August 3, the Wall Street Journal reported that
Huawei, China's largest tech giant, and Tencent, one of the largest internet giants, were at loggerheads for using user data. Both sides are not giving each other, Tencent has complained to regulators about Huawei, while Huawei believes the product has passed the test and there is no dispute.
Controversy: The user data dispute between Huawei and Tencent stems from the famous Magic phone released in December 2016 by the online mobile phone brand Huawei Glory, the first concept machine released by Huawei in 2012, which media reports took the US almost two years to develop. Magic
has redesigned its Android-based Magic Live system, the first time Huawei has tried an artificial intelligence app. Currently, the mobile phone can automatically download address, weather, time and other information according to the content of the WeChat chat, calls, purchases and other times can also
prompt relevant service information, it is Huawei and Science and Technology, Gaode, Alipay, Ctrip and other APP in-depth research and development results. Collaboration with other internet companies has been smooth, and only WeChat is struggling to communicate, Huawei insiders told the 21st
Century Economic Report. No agreement has been reached in the last six months or so. Not so long ago, WeChat also adjusted its interface to Magic, which caused problems with the use of WeChat by Magic users. But Tencent, the owner of WeChat, noted that Huawei not only accesss Tencent's data,
but also violates the privacy of WeChat users, sources told the Wall Street Journal. As a result, the conflict between the two sides has escalated. Tencent and Huawei are headquartered in Shenzhen. WeChat currently has nearly 1 billion users, while Huawei Phones Huawei is now China's largest
smartphone brand. Huawei currently accounts for about 13% of Android users in China, second only to Samsung, according to analysis provided by Digital Alliance. Huawei has more than 60 million WeChat users, and a huge traffic became the basis of the game between the two sides. Both sides are not
inferior to each other, every word now, each side of the word, for user data is not inferior to each other, Tencent asked the relevant departments to come forward to address this issue. In a statement to the Wall Street Journal, Huawei denied violating users' privacy rights and said the company could only
collect data after the user created it. All data should belong to the user, not Tencent or Glory Magic, Huawei said. Huawei. From an industry perspective, we are working closely with stakeholders such as telecom operators, mobile phone manufacturers, app developers and regulators to build a healthy
ecosystem that will benefit users and the industry as a whole, Tencent said. Tencent wants China's Ministry of Industry and Information Technology to be involved, people familiar with the matter told The Wall Street Journal. But one official said the regulator had recommended both sides deal with the
conflict on their own. The Ministry of Industry and Information Technology has not yet responded. The Huawei move is designed to break the value of the monopoly industry user data not repeated today. This helps device manufacturers build an effective artificial intelligence database and track user habits
such as Tencent to better sell products and services. As a result, Huawei and Tencent are both more interested in user data. As more and more companies around the world invest heavily in artificial intelligence, competition between hardware and Internet companies is fiercer. We want all parties in this
ecosystem to participate in discussions about industry development, rules of cooperation and participation, Huawei said. Restrictions on user privacy and the right to collect personal data to improve AI technologies are hot topics in the industry. Data has long been seen as a critical factor in the success of
AI-driven devices, but it is now firmly in the hands of internet giants. Wang Yanhui, general secretary of the Mobile China Alliance, said: The data monopoly of major Internet companies will ultimately affect the development of the mobile Internet industry in China. Launched in December for $3,699, Glory
Magic uses artificial intelligence technology to adapt to phone performance. For example, the app on the home screen is automatically moved depending on how often you use it, or if you have text messages about Thai food on your phone, your phone can automatically recommend a nearby Thai
restaurant. The move means that Huawei, as an equipment manufacturer, is entering a long-dominant field dominated by internet software companies. As phones become more similar, Huawei and others see AI as the key to helping the product stand out. This is not the first fight between chinese giants.
Unlike Apple, Huawei's latest devices no longer support the use of WeChat fingerprint payments. People familiar with the matter believe that Huawei and Tencent are unlikely to agree on storage conditions. Title: China's two big tech giants pinch! Huawei and Tencent conflict because of user data
Download Lychee News APP customer and watch the news anytime, anywhere! Page 5 Aug 04, 2017 09:18:27 . Source: Fast Technology Exchange Word Size Is Getting Bigger. Smaller with the strength of the company at the mid-low end of the market, since the end of last year, OPPO and vivo, which
were originally part of the university's customers, began to gradually switch to camp Kvalcomm, which led to the company losing many orders. But as MediaTek adjusts its positioning over time and re-launches competitive products such as the Helio P25 and future P30, OPPO and Vivo will return to
MediaTek in the second half of the year, according to analyst Pan Jiutang. Jiutang. There is no doubt that in the second half of the year and early next year, Will's Home should be the Helio P25 and P30 processors, of which the P25 uses an octa-core A53 architecture, with a maximum core frequency of
2.6 GHz, an integrated GPU for the Mali-T880 MP2, manufactured using a 16nm process, with perfect temperature and warm performance. The specifications of the Helio P30 cannot be confirmed, it is possible that the quad-core A72 plus the quad-core A53 architecture, the highest basic frequency of 2
GHz, using the TSMC 12nm manufacturing process, the base chip is also upgraded to Cat.10, the top speed is down 600 Mbps. Vote Download Lychee News APP client and watch the news anytime, anywhere! Page 6 Aug 04, 2017 09:18:26 . Source: Fast Tech. The smaller plasma was completely left
by Panasonic, let the industry feel sorry, but it is not so things the industry alone cannot support. Panasonic refused plasma television, making chinese people unhappy. According to the newspaper Securities reported that many domestic users of plasma TV broke down, Panasonic after the sale basically
does not exist, resulting in the TV can only be thrown away. When Panasonic announced the discontinuation of plasma TVs in late 2013, Panasonic said it would provide normal warranty services, but now it is not possible to see domestic users buy appropriate television after sale, and so far Panasonic
China has not given specific improvements. In this regard, China Home Technology Business Association Marketing Executive Chairman Hong Shibin, in an interview with reporters, said that, in general, plasma TV products, although discontinued, but still have an inventory of maintenance materials,
subsequent after the sale of the work should not be a problem, further, Panasonic can also make a difference by replacing the new LCD TV. One of them, angrily from Shanghai, said that his Plasma TV Panasonic had replaced its plasma panel twice in four years, and that the Panasonic store that had
been delivered had already been closed and subsequent repairs could not be contacted. Vote Download Lychee News APP client and watch the news anytime, anywhere! Page 7 Aug 04, 2017 09:18:25 . Source: Global Net.com. Size smaller Global Science and Technology Comprehensive Report
According to Global Network Technology before the report, one plus 5 to join the new color scheme. Of course 20, yesterday, an official on Weibo released a preview again, confirming the existence of a new color scheme, and will soon be online. The new colour scheme is likely to be a mint gold version,
previously The Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, and now foreign sites once again confirm the existence of a new color scheme. According to foreign media gsm arena, they found new clues in the code of The List of Amazon Mobile Phones in India. The page displays a word called gold
and is almost certain to have a new color scheme that will be introduced in one plus five mint gold. As seen from the previous generation plus 3 mint gold versions, the front panel of one plus 5 mint gold version should be white and the spin should be gold. The mint version is lighter, fresher and more
natural than the moonstone ash and the stars of black that have already been released. Released. Vote Download Lychee News APP client and watch the news anytime, anywhere! Page 8 Aug 04, 2017 09:18:24 . Source: Global Net.com. The size of the smaller Global Science and Technology
Comprehensive Report With the continuous enrichment of mobile connectivity functions, mobile phones have gradually become an indispensable and important tool in people's lives. Although the mobile phone has rich is good, but the current price of mobile phones is also growing ship higher and more
expensive. So when we buy a phone, I believe there will be a lot of people who will buy the so-called beggar version, especially on Apple's iPhone. As a benchmark for shooting mobile phones, the iPhone 8 will also have to make some changes and adjustments to the camera this year, and of course
introduce AR technology. Now developers have found new news in Apple's firmware, this time with the iPhone 8 camera, which will support 4K video at 60 frames per second, both front and back. By contrast, the iPhone 7 series rear camera can shoot 4K video at 30 frames per second, while the front
1080p video format, if you look at it this way, is bound to be a heavyweight feature of the iPhone 8, which of course will help the Apple AR app on iOS 11. If you really support shooting 60 frames per second before and after 4K video, then the side of the confirmed iPhone 8 could start with the beginning of
storage increase rumors, before the industry chain said that this year the iPhone 8 will have only two versions, respectively, 64GB and 256GB, so want to fully test the functionality of the new machine to start 256GB should be the most reliable. Of course, the 64GB won't be bitter as it used to, it seems
that apples are a conscience, but don't raise prices or good friends oh! What do you think? Vote Download Lychee News APP client and watch the news anytime, anywhere! Page 9 Aug 04, 2017 09:18:22 . Source: Global Network Technology Synthesis. Starting this month, Newington Armoury, near the
former Olympic Village in Sydney, Australia, began testing unmanned ferry cars for two years, News Corp Australia reported. The trial ferry stops to wait for pedestrians as they cross the road even if they suddenly get out. But do you dare to board this driverless ferry? Once the ferry passes the first stage
of testing and safety checks, it will reportedly begin transporting passengers to Sydney Olympic Park on a pre-determined route. Politicians say the ferry is the next leap forward in the technology of the future. Melinda Pavey, the state's roads chief, said self-driving vehicles were just the beginning. Peevey
hopes that driverless cars will become more common by connecting to traffic lights and other infrastructure. We wanted to use this experiment. develop a system that connects self-driving vehicles to our infrastructure, such as traffic lights, and connect them to customers through hardware and
applications. Combining connectivity with automation will bring the security and mobility benefits we expect. Andrew Constance, the state's head of transport, said the ferry's test was one step ahead of big changes. Change. Innovation center. The government wants to use new technologies to improve
transport. Sydney is the last state capital in Australia to launch research into self-driving vehicles. Darwin has reportedly had an unmanned bus carrying passengers between tourist attractions since January, with the driver on board to help monitor the situation. Adelaide Airport and flinders University
already have several driverless ferry cars to use, as do Melbourne. Australia's first driverless bus crashed into Perth last year, travelling on a pre-set route on the shore. The vehicle can carry up to 11 passengers and can respond to traffic lights at speeds of up to 45 km/h. Vote Download Lychee News
APP client and watch the news anytime, anywhere! Page 10 Recently, Mark Barnes, a British security researcher, demonstrated the technology of hacking the Amazon Echo. With this technology, anyone can install malware on the Echo and send voice input from the device to a remote server. Attackers
need direct contact with the Echo, and this method only applies to devices until 2017, but the vulnerability cannot be fixed and the attacker leaves no evidence. Barnes exploited the vulnerability on older Echo devices. Remove the Echo base and you'll see some small metal pads at the bottom of the
device. These metal pads are connected to the hardware inside the Echo and can be used to test or fix software vulnerabilities. With one of the metal pads, the Echo can read the data on the SD card. So Barnes used the two metal pads above to connect to the computer and the card reader. He then
installed a new Downloader for echo, turned off the system's security mechanisms, and installed malware. (Image from the proverb) Remove the plastic base of the device and you'll have direct access to these metal pads, Barnes told Wired.com. After the invasion, Barnes wrote a simple script that
controls the system's voice function. It says that malware can also make things worse, such as attacking other devices on the network, stealing user accounts, or installing ransomware. The new Echo fixed the problem. However, vulnerabilities in old Echoes cannot be fixed by the software. Barnes warns
that a Third Party-selling Echo may be infected with malware and that you try not to use Echo devices in public places or hotel rooms. In this case, you can't control the person who touches the device, he said. However, malware cannot manipulate the Mute button on the Echo. Barnes says that Mute is
on, he can't turn on his voice through the software. For those who care about privacy, it offers a simple solution: Turn it off. Download Lychee News APP customer and watch the news anytime, anywhere! Page 11. 11. 09:18:20 . Source: Sohu Share Word Size is getting bigger. Smaller size Recently,
Sogou CEO Wang Xiaochuan internal email, Sogou is about to go to the IPO of the U.S. rumors in reality. At the beginning of the internal e-mail, Wang Ejahuan noted that this year is an important year for artificial intelligence technology from advanced technologies to practical technologies, and sogou
artificial intelligence technology is represented by the unique technology of machine translation Sogou. Not long ago, in the WMT International Review, Sogou won the title of Chinese-British Translation, and in eight indicators the evaluation machine won the first seven, is a good example of this. It is clear
that the full name of WMT is a workshop on machine translation, which is recognized as one of the best machine translation competitions in the world. Sogu won the championship in this competition, you can say to show the world the Chinese intellectual research in the world. In this WMT competition, a
team from international and domestic universities and research institutes, including Johns Hopkins University, University of Edinburgh, University of Oregon, University of Rochester, Uppsala University, U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory, Chinese Academy of Science Computing Institute, Xiamen
University and so on. Winning the championship in a competition of the best players, such as Cloud, also proves once again the golden content of Sogu's achievements, so far Sogu's achievements are also the best achievements of Chinese enterprises in this competition. The Sogou machine translation
team was founded in 2016 on the basis of the accumulation of voice technology by the Sound Engine team, Sogou Machine Translation Team completed the original technology of machine translation of neural networks in just six months. In this competition, Sogou Machine Translation System uses the
deep loop of the neural network encoder-Decoder as the primary technology, using a complete approach to learning. This unique artificial intelligence technology not only ensures the continuity of the entire translation decision-making process, but also makes translated sentences more cursory. At the
same time as deep plowing technology, the Sogou team is also actively promoting product planting. Machine translation technology is now successfully applied to voice and text translation products in Sogou Tongtong and Sogou input methods. On November 17, 2016, Sogou Tongtong Technology
completed its first demonstration at the 3rd World Internet Congress, completely replacing simultaneous interpretation and leaksing a few hours of real-time translation. Since then, the Sogou co-transmission machine has also been used in a number of important conferences, supporting dozens of co-
transmission machines, as well as input method of speech translation and text translation, since online average pv 2 million times a day. From an industry point of view, Sogou's machine translation in the WMT full return competition, let's look at the possibility of artificial intelligence technology applied to
actual, I believe that in the near future, machine translation will become the standard technology of the translation industry, to support various scenarios. And thanks to the machine translation of sogou in this international competition excellent performance, we also have reason to believe that in the future
of competition of the artificial intelligence industry, Chinese technology enterprises will be an important force to be reckoned with. Vote. Vote. Page 12 Aug 04, 2017 09:18:19 . Source: cnBeta. Recently, a Boeing plane flew in mid-air for 18 hours on the outlines of the giant aircraft 787 Dream, according to
foreign media. Of course, people don't see the road map in the air, but the Boeing movie shows the entire trajectory very clearly. It is understood that the flight began in Mexico, through the United States 22 states eventually landed in Canada. In addition to showing the contours of the Boeing 787-8, the
18-hour journey also demonstrates the long-range characteristics of Boeing aircraft. Boeing said Dreamliner would facilitate long-haul flights. Vote Download Lychee News APP client and watch the news anytime, anywhere! Page 13 Aug 04, 2017 09:18:18 . Source: Global Net.com. The size of the smaller
Global Technology Comprehensive Report for the Samsung Note 7 for all nightmares is said to have diluted the Samsung S8 almost. As a successor to the Samsung Note 7. The Samsung Note 8 will be officially unveiled on August 23, and there will be more or less looking forward to the second half of
the year. After all, this is the first appearance of the note series since the bomber, and it is more important than the Samsung S8 released in the first half of the year. Yesterday it was announced @evleaks details of the Samsung Note 8, the flagship, whether it is the appearance or configuration, there is no
suspense. Today, foreign media Slashleaks brought Samsung Note 8 information about the battery, and @evleaks burst the same, 3300mAh, smaller than the Samsung S8 Plus 200mAh, the last 3500mAh. Apparently, Samsung has become very cautious about batteries because of last year's explosion.
After this incident, Samsung's flagship series does not have a large battery capacity. According to previously disclosed information, the Samsung Note 8 comes with a 6.3-inch full view of the surface display with a resolution of 2960 x 1440. Despite the power savings of the AMOLED screen, the battery
life of the 3300mAh is less optimistic with a 2K-plus resolution plus a 6.3-inch big screen. Vote Download Lychee News APP client and watch the news anytime, anywhere! Published time: 14 Aug, 2017 09:18:17 A.M. Source: Weifeng.com share the word size is getting bigger. In addition to the constant
focus on the design and functionality of the iPhone 8, concerns about whether the iPhone 8 will go on sale as planned have also been a hot topic recently, Phone Arena reported today. Mass production of the new iPhone 8 @OnLeaks, according to new news from the new iPhone 8. He wrote on Twitter:
Very punctual! As expected, #iPhone the 8th mass production has already begun, which means that the exhibition of the first components of the equipment is close... If so, the new iPhone 8 won't be a problem when it doesn't go on sale in September. Apple has previously said it expects a record 12
percent growth in the quarter to September, which also shows The new iPhone won't delay launch. How the news broke that God @OnLeaks. @OnLeaks. The HomePod code firmware also revealed a number of new features about the iPhone 8. Vote Download Lychee News APP client and watch the
news anytime, anywhere! Page 15 Aug 04, 2017 09:16:50 . Source: Cena Technologies. The smaller image is a composite image of the Echo Stick Nebula, and the orange part observed by the ALMA telescope represents an hourglass outflow. BEIJING, Aug 4 (Xinhua) -- Astronomers using the Atakama
Large Millimeter Wave/Sub millimeter Wave Telescope Array (ALMA) have uncovered the mystery of the Echo Stick Nebula, known as the coldest region of the universe, and a former planetary nebula produced by dying red giants, according to foreign media reports, the latest findings published in the
astrophysical journal Astrophysics. An ancient red giant star forms the Echo Stick Nebula, the coldest region of the universe ever observed. The red giant has formed an environment that is cooler than the natural background in deep space, a phenomenon that has puzzled scientists for more than 20
years. Astronomers are currently using the ALMA telescope array to reveal the answer, with a small companion star likely to enter the center of the red giant star and throw out much of the larger star's material in the form of super-brown gas and dust emissions. The rapid expansion of the exiled object,
whose temperature dropped to minus 272.5 degrees Celsius, helped astronomers solve the mystery by providing the exact range, age, mass and pulse of the Echo Stick Nebula for the first time. Study author Dr Raghvendra Sahai, an astronomer at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, said: The latest data
show that the vast majority of the mass of this red giant supermassir is released into space at high speed, faster than the range of capabilities of a single red giant. The only way to expel a large mass of stellar matter so quickly is through the gravitational energy of two interactive stars, which explains the
unique properties of superhohodom exiled objects that may have been the main cause of the violent death of most stars in the early universe. Study co-author Professor Wouter Vlemmings, an astronomer at the University of Technology in Chalmera, Sweden, said: The extreme properties of the Echo
Stick Nebula challenge the traditional view of stellar interactivity and provide the best opportunity to test the physical characteristics of a 2-star system that contains a giant star. The Echo Stick nebula, which is about 5,000 light-years from Earth, is located in the constellation Centauri, which was first
discovered in 1995, and astronomers have noticed that it absorbs light from the cosmic microwave background (CMB), which was created 380,000 years after the Great Explosion in a hot and dense period These emitted rays confirm the natural background temperature in space at minus 270.42 degrees
Celsius, and the Retractable Nebula should be cooler than this dim energy, which has been cooling for 13 billion years to absorb these radiant rays. Recent ALMA observations show the Echo Stick Nebula, showing the structure of the hourglass in a circular ultra-cold outflow. Outflow. Study co-author Dr
Lars-Ake Nyman, an astronomer at the Alma Observatory, said: We observed this unique nebula in a special, short period of time, and it is likely that this superspace freezer is very common in the universe, but they can only support extreme temperature conditions for a relatively short period of time. (Ye
Tingcheng) Vote Download Lychee News APP customer and watch the news anytime, anywhere! Page 16 Aug 04, 2017 09:15:07 . Source: Cena Technologies. Smaller cyclone offline announcement Sina Technology News August 4 morning news, yesterday Tencent download tool cyclone released
offline announcement, said that due to business development adjustments, the Cyclone will be discontinued on September 6, 2017. Cyclone said please users until September 6, 2017 to transfer the resources of the cyclone, after the expiration of the data resource will be removed, can not be transferred,
restored or other operations. A cyclone is a download tool launched by Tencent, originally launched in 2008. In November 2014, Tencent announced that the Whirlwind playback feature had been suspended on November 7 and that members would not be able to watch videos online through seed files.
After the fanognist ceased, only Thunderbolt still provides a cloud-based broadcasting feature. The cyclone has stopped working, which also means that there is only Thunderbolt in the area. This came after Tencent announced in July that it was suspending its operations with another product, Friends.
Tencent said it would cease service and operations on August 6, 2017 due to the restructuring of the business. It's a good idea to upload and create a backup time to back up your photos, message boards, and other important information on your friend's network as soon as possible. Friends.com formerly
known as Alumni was renamed Tencent Friends on January 6, 2011, and in July of that year Tencent Friends was renamed Friends Network. (Tan Xiaohan) Vote Download Lychee News APP customer and watch the news anytime, anywhere! In late July, Foxconn decided to invest $10 billion in
Wisconsin. Less than a week later, on August 2, U.S. President Donald Trump raised investments to $30 billion, according to people familiar with the matter, previous investments will be mainly in research and development, while new additional investments will be mainly in production capacity. For
Connect, investment is expected to see 3,000 new jobs created immediately, with the number expected to rise to 13,000 by 2020, the largest U.S. investment in U.S. history. When Mr. Trump announced the investment plan in the White House, he fully explained it with his campaign Back in January 2016,
Mr. Trump announced that, if elected president, he would force Apple to return to production. Foxconn's global popularity has grown in recent years, thanks in large part to a contract for high-quality manufacturing companies such as Apple. As a result, Foxconn's investment plans are seen as a signal that
Apple is responding to Mr. Trump's call, and as a major achievement for a troubling Trump administration. Trump. Foxconn, which has mainland China, has estimated that it has hired a total of 700,000 workers to assemble Apple, Microsoft and Amazon products. Foxconn's parent company, Taiwan's Hon
Hai Precision Industry Group, ranked 27th out of the Fortune 500 list in 2017, employing 727,000 people worldwide. Obviously, Foxconn is creating jobs mainly in mainland China. For mainland China, Foxconn's job creation in the U.S. is not worth mentioning. But Foxconn's big investment is still
surprising. According to the Commerce Department, at the end of 2015, mainland China accounted for nearly $15 billion in direct investment in the United States, while Taiwan's total investment in the United States was just $7 billion. According to the National Bureau of Statistics, actual foreign direct
investment in Taiwan by mainland China amounted to $1.54 billion in 2015. Foxconn's capital movements on this scale should be thought-provoking. According to U.S. media, Foxconn's base in Wisconsin is located in Kenosh, in the southeastern part of the state, near Chicago and Milwaukee, the largest
city in the state. Ginosa is one of the American centers of automotive production, and Chrysler engines are also manufactured in the city. For Foxconn, Wisconsin's commitment to bringing clean water from the Great Lakes to its production base is an important reason. At many Foxconn plants made in
China, energy resources, including water, are consumed in large quantities. In January, seven U.S. states competed after Foxconn announced it would make a big investment in the U.S. Prior to that, Foxconn invested in two U.S. states. Foxconn is no stranger to a zero-sum game in which U.S. states
compete for foreign capital, and the global company makes good use of the plight of U.S. manufacturing nations. Wisconsin gave a huge economic boost that eventually pushed Foxconn to the ground. The information that has now been published, the package of preferential policies proposed by
Wisconsin, is close to giving Boeing the same regime. In addition, Foxconn will receive an annual tax rebate of $200 million and will be exempt from the $150 million GST on building materials, equipment, etc. Foxconn's investment base in Connect is the district of the current Republican Speaker of the
House of Representatives, Paul Ryan, a supporter of Mr. Trump. Early in his investment plan, Mr. Trump touted his exploits, which are closely related to the current political situation in the United States, and traditional Republican and Democratic forces are not cold to defend the Lord interests of ordinary
people. Many see Mr. Trump's economic policies as a thunderous, rainy and insufficient focus on America's foreign interests around the world. Foxconn, however, is concerned about Mr. Trump's economic policies. A few years ago Foxconn promised to invest in Pennsylvania, and it didn't. But this time,
Foxconn's determination to step into America's traditional manufacturing heartland is likely to be a bet on Mr. Trump's desperate attempt to abandon the traditional forces of Wall Street and quickly return to manufacturing. Production. Foxconn's big move may reflect the new view of the world's largest



electronics manufacturer on the development of a global high-end industry in the era of industry 4.0, convergence of services and high-end manufacturing. In fact, among the foreign investment absorbed by the United States, the industrial structure is also quietly changing. Since the beginning of the new
century, the U.S. services sector has absorbed about 67% of foreign investment in the U.S., but in recent years the share has steadily declined from 61% in 2015. As Apple's most important refinery in the world, Foxconn's move will give the U.S. mainland the ability to assemble an iPhone without fear of a
possible tariff war. After all, Apple products have few ways to sell around the world without the cooperation of foreign manufacturing sites. Behind Foxconn are companies like Apple, which dramatically reduce the physical distance between manufacturers, manufacturers and consumers. This move may
reflect changing trends in the global manufacturing chain. From Obama's proposal to re-industrialize, to Trump's plan to revive U.S. manufacturing, it's all about pushing American companies back into U.S. manufacturing. Led to changes in the global manufacturing chain. For China, a world leader in
manufacturing, supply-side structural reforms must be deeply pressed to cope. (The author is a researcher at the Asia-Pacific Institute and Global Strategy of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences) (Editor Li Jingun) Download the Lychee News APP client and watch the news anytime, anywhere! Page
18 Aug 04, 2017 09:10:26 . Source: Cena Technologies. Small Sina Tech News Beijing Time on August 4 morning news, United States professional social networking LinkedIn has launched a new service to help people in specific career areas to synthesize teacher-student relationships. The service is
completely free and will first be available to users in San Francisco and Australia. At the beginning of the project, LinkedIn manually selects potential mentors that can be compared when users say they are interested in receiving guidance. There are a number of options available for teachers to limit the
students he or she wants to receive, including his or her social media relationships, his region, his or her college, and so on. In the future, the company will also open the qualification of mentors for all, fully implements the concept of line of three people, should be my teacher. At the end of the student,
LinkedIn provides metrics to narrow down the search (including geographic location or they have graduated from the same school) after the user says they are interested in receiving advice or feedback on a particular topic. Once the pairing is successful, users send messages to each other, but anywhere
can stop communicating at any time. LinkedIn wants to use this feature to fill a gap in the market: career coaching is easy if you can reach predecessors or seniors in the same area through work or other channels. But finding the wrong person can be very difficult. Difficult. Vote Download Lychee News
APP client and watch the news anytime, anywhere! Page 19 Of The Yu Yirong Sina Technology by Xiao Peng Aesthetics.   This is a concept that Xiy Iron has repeatedly mentioned in interviews. Beauty can't be associated with a 42-year-old tech entrepreneur anyway until you get in touch. But it was
the geeks who graduated from Stanford University and Peking University in the UNITED States who founded the women's fashion consumer brand Beauty and the global fashion trading platform HIGO.   Like several other major mergers and acquisitions in the Internet world, Beauty says that merging
with Mushroom Street is also a capital result, but it is the softest. Xi yirong learned the most valuable benefits from Mushroom Street CEO Chen Chi, offered to leave, only to ask for an independent HIGO.   As a company that has been around for less than three years, HIGO started late than other
haitao platforms, and Black Friday, the largest shopping festival for cross-border e-commerce, is rare. But in just one year he quickly assembled a group of fashion-focused, consumer-powered user bases.   All the inspiration comes from 10 years of business regret by Xi Yirong, but also changed the
trajectory of the company's failure, summed up the experience - in July this year, HIGO founder and CEO Xi Yirong took an exclusive interview with Sina Technology, described from beautiful to HIGO of its own growth and transformation, as well as their own ideas for HIGO, entrepreneurship and
aesthetics.   Here are some excerpts from the interview.   Conversation about beauty said: from Chen Xi learned the team Sina technology: beautiful said and mushroom street before the merger, decided to leave, independent operation OFO? Are there any ideas for competing for the position of
CEO of Beauty United?   Syu Irong: Never. When United merged, investors also wondered if the two men would do it together. I agreed with Chen Chi (Mushroom Street CEO) that it is unreasonable and unnecessary. I suggested just take HIGO and get out of the group.   Sina Technology: Now a
relationship with a beautiful United Group?   Syu Irong: It doesn't matter, these are two independent companies. During the spin-off, I bought HIGO for $41 million in stock;   Sina Technology: How's Chen Chi?   Syu Irong: Very good, very good. Chen Chi is very smart, very smart. In truth, we
have struggled for so long that it is difficult to win without two brushes. In addition, Chen Chi did a very good job in the construction team - and I watched it later in the merger process, which is really worth learning.   Sina Technologies: From Beauty to the Present, What Is the Biggest Progress? Sina
Technologies: What's the most time-spent thing? Syu Irong: Now I spend half my time on team-related things, all the team-related things are marked in green in my calendar, symbolizing vitality. For example, one-on-one communication with team members, such as team members in poor condition, will
help him in ideological work, every Friday night I will talk about mini-courses, training our middle class. Talk about users: the new middle class pursuit of Sina's fashion technology trends: why choose Haitao fashion? Xie Irong: HIGO was founded in August 2014 and is still bullish on China's consumer
update. The beauty says that the main user is a little girl in her early 20s, the price of a customer unit is about 110 yuan. There is also a mature group, we call them the new middle class - they are 26, 7 years old, the family is very rich, grew up drinking Starbucks, listening to English songs. They have
different ideas about consumption. They pursue very fashionable things, preferring to be a little more expensive, but also stand out. So we felt that we needed to put on another product that was aimed at a higher-end group than beautiful said. Sina Technologies: What is the price of a HIGO unit? Xi
Yirong: beautiful diner unit price 110 yuan, only about 250 yuan, Tmall can be 300 yuan, HIGO is 600 yuan up. Sina Technology: Unit prices rose, sales did not decrease? Syu Irong: Business doesn't just match the volume of transactions, at least for HIGO, we don't pursue the volume of transactions more
than Taobao. It trades less than H.M., but zara has a higher market value because it is more profitable and has a better audience. We HIGO Target Crowd is the pursuit of fashion's trendy high-end crowd. Their profits are better. Like Lu Wei, Sumang and Chang Yuxuan are regulars of HIGO. Sina
technology: Are you a HIGO user? Syu Irong: Of course, but I'm not typical. Talk about retail: joining the buyer of the store of the third and fourth level of the city of Cena technology: fashion brands in this complexity? Xiy Irong: There is no effective channel for reaching Chinese consumers. Let me give
you the example of the Three Gate Gorge Problems, a four- and five-tier city with a population of 1 million and a GDP of about 140 billion. Sanmenxia has a store that sells four brands, three of which are foreign design brands Self-Portrait, COMME MOI, REINEREN, and its own. At these four brands, in a
small store like Sanmenxia, there are 30 million deals a year. There is a demand for urban demand, but brands have to arrive on their own, and the cost can be very high. Now affect China's fashion consumption renewal shell place, there are no high efficiency, inexpensive channels. So HIGO - to become
the largest, most effective, lowest cost of fashion retail channels, national network of fashion buyers. Sina Technologies: How to cut costs? Costs? Cena Technologies: 2, 3, 4 lines of cities to buy stores, how much demand? Xie Iron: Pretty big. Luxury and designer brands traded 400 billion yuan in China
last year. It's obviously not north, up, wide, deep 4 cities digested, maybe over 80% in China 2, 3, 4 line cities digested. People there have money and demand, so many goods come to China in different ways. We see the possibility of combining and standardizing operations to reduce costs. Sina
Technology: Does HIGO have any plans to open offline stores? Xie Iron: We try the first one, and we still choose the place. But HIGO now invites loyal VIP customers to open online franchises. When a user goes shopping in a franchise store in their city, the owner gets a share. This franchisee doesn't
care about anything, day-to-day operations, all kinds of choices, activities, logistics, packaging, after the sale we all do it, it just has to do one thing - develop your community, become a local fashion opinion leader, synchronize their aesthetic. Sina Technology: How many shares can franchise owners get?
Syu Iron: Currently the maximum can be divided by 3.5%, the individual product of the high level can be divided by 15%. Sina Technologies: How many franchisees are there? Xie Iron: There have been hundreds of events. Talk about products: everyone buys, we do not sell Sina Technology: HIGO SKU
how much? Syu Irong: 140,000. Sina Technology: How to choose? Xi Yirong: HIGO and other platforms are the most different is the selection section, any products in HIGO must pass our product review, the product review will consider the popularity of this product, if not popular enough to prohibit the
shelf. We have a special selection planning, each season to select 100 popular keywords for business, guide them to do business next season. If someone buys a product, we will not sell it. Sina Technologies: How many businesses are there? Xi Yirong: 600, they are also very aesthetic buyers, so they
will give us feedback. We're going to fix each other and get rid of the old money. Sina Technology: 140,000 SKU products, logistics how to solve? Xiy Irong: Merchants are responsible for logistics, we are responsible for supervision. Products from France, Italy, Great Britain, Los Angeles, New York,
Tokyo, Seoul to China, about 200 different sizes of cross-border logistics companies. We keep track of order time, and if the logistics interval is too long, we will communicate. If there are constant problems, they are replaced. Sina technology: Users in the logistics side of the opinion are relatively large.
Syu Yirong: Cross-border logistics is usually about 15 days, 24% of users can not take more than 15 days, this affects the assessment. We have significantly reduced logistics times from May and June last year - we follow Each order, more than three days without new logistics information will go to the
seller, user reviews we will check for the first time. Sina Technologies: How much is the average daily volume? Xiy Yirong: 6000 one or so. Sina Technology: What if the scale continues to expand, can you follow it? Him? Sina technology: Are users sensitive to the haitao price, how to guarantee the price?
Xi Yirong: HIGO sales of commodity prices are usually very good because some commodities overseas retail prices tend to be lower than domestic headwinds, traders also have little inventory pressure. Under the same conditions, the trading profit will be higher, can bring profit to the user. Sina
Technologies: How much does the commission cost? Syu Iron: 6%. Sina Technology: Can you afford it? Xiy Irong: Our income and expenses are almost flat. Sina technology: users are aware of the reflection, consumers and merchants communication is not good, do not apply for refunds and inform
merchants. Syu Irong: I answered the question as I know. Our foreign luxury goods are above the commodity, the price of raw materials is high, seasonal strengths, return and exchange cycle very long, affecting re-selling, this is the status quo of difficulties. In addition, some items are configured, not
suitable for return and exchange. Our merchants on the product page will indicate whether they can return in advance and users communicate clearly. Talk about marketing: short video is more appropriate, live broadcast is not a beautiful technology Cena: liked Taobao marketing tools and advertising
profits? Syu Irong: Currently are free, such as behind the scenes data, logistics information, user reviews traders can see. The big difference between us and Taobao is that we don't need so many merchants. Taobao has 89 million merchants, fully competitive prices, will lead to confusion, and even the
emergence of counterfeit products. There are only 600 HIGO. Our business model is not the same Taobao who can sell things, but I will be merchants as suppliers to choose from, a deep understanding of the situation in business - it's integrity or crooked people. If he finishes a good university at home
and a good school abroad, I will be ready to do business with him. Sina Technology: How do you see entertainment marketing? Xi yirong: HIGO was the first fashion app to launch short video purchases. Business enthusiasm is very high, will do a lot, but we only push five a day, the content is not good
enough can not be. What's better is a short video of the Mona bag, as if you are under the Eiffel Tower to admire your favorite Fan Bingbing. Sina Technology: Why not live? We tried and soon gave up. The beauty of live broadcasting is too bad and dirty. Consumers buy the kind of beauty, even if it's just
bad light, feel wrong. Talking about entrepreneurship: Entrepreneurs with the wrath of Sina technology: I'm concerned about your recent China hip-hop, you said that some Chinese hip-hop players are angry, entrepreneurs are not the same? Xi yirong: I think Chinese hip-hop, or China hip-hop programs,
of them with anger, but as far as I know, American hip-hop also has a lot of anger, but it has a lot of ascending parts such as Kanye, its hip-hop gives the impression that in the dark, but the heart is bright, we hip-hop seems to be in the dark and dark. Of course, I think hip hop is a very good thing,
especially right, I really like it. Sina Technology: Are Chinese entrepreneurs angry, too? Too?   Sina Technologies: Is there such anger when competing with Mushroom Street?   Syu Irong: While it would have been much more intense than it is now, people would blame each other on Weibo, and
now it's much better overall - much more like Silicon Valley.   Sina Technology: What books have you read recently?   Xi Yirong: Creating a team in reading entrepreneurial difficulties, 0 to 1, professional aspects to see luxury! and Uniqiq and zara Hot Sales.   Sina Technologies: What hobbies
do you have?   Syu Irong: I like skiing, I'm a skier, I can double a black diamond. Every winter I go to Hokkaido, or I go to Europe to skate. I love sports and enjoy it.   Sina Technologies: Why do you like to ski?   Xiy Iron: It's very convenient. First, it has some problems, and when you go down
the mountain, you quite conquer. Secondly, your track will always change, and every time you come across some uncertain snow tracks, curved, a lot of fun. Third, once you have mastered the skills, skiing is a trend, after all, will enjoy the process. Another hot spring in the evening, super cool!   Sina
Technology: Do you have a bad hobby?   Syu Irong: I like to drink if I drink is a bad hobby.   Sina Technologies: What kind of drink is this?   Xiy Iron: everyone drinks, the happiest time to drink white wine, in general happy when drinking red wine, street kebabs on beer.   Sina Technologies:
When was the last time you drank white wine?   Xiy Irong: WHEN HIGO went to the Kuibyshev Desert Regiment at the end of June. The end of June and July are the off-season for the fashion industry. Because the summer is sold out, autumn things have not come up, this time at all throw off the tail.
We took advantage of this time to run out of the group to build, drink Inner Mongolia like a smoldering ass liqueur.   Talk about friends: the most respected is Dean Lei Cena Technology: I see you're focused on the field, The only concern of Wang Xing is how do you rate it?   Xi Yirong: Wang Shin
very well, I know the attention of people is not so much that also sometimes also concerned, Wang Shin good, old acquaintance.   Sina Technology: Which entrepreneur do you most respect and what you look like?   Xi Yirong: I think Dean Lei Bar, one Dean Lei also technical education, another
Dean Lei Wensi better. I almost went breeding pigs with Dean Lay, just a little do it not nice to say. NetEase led by Ding Lei culture is very good, NetEase of entrepreneurs is also very good, they are relatively sentimental things.   Sina Technologies: What impressed you most about it? Saying wrong:
Missed decisions to change the trajectory of Sina Technology: What's the most regret that you've had since starting your business? Syu Irong: I don't usually tell you this secret. Over six years, from 0 to 1500 people, to $850 million. Merger estimates, the most important decision is worth pondering, and
today I share the point - August 8, 2014, Beauty said that it completed $200 million in funding, and over the next four months, Beauty said, making the leap forward in the volume of the transaction. This year, 3.2 billion transactions were made, reaching 6 billion in 2015. Until I left Beauty, I reconsidered my
decision at the time, and I found that after the funding had ended, Beauty said that instead of pursuing the volume of the transaction, it should be quickly adjusted to say that the transaction amount was 1.2 billion. In order to hurry up with the amount of trades, we played a lot of coupons, made a huge
market start, but 薅 wool users. For this reason, the company bears a growing burden. The idea was that the bigger the deal, the better, but it would be right not to care about the volume, 3.2 billion or even 32 billion could not differ significantly from Taobao. Beauty says it should be firm in H.M. If time
comes back, on the first day after $200 million, I'll tell investors: Sorry, the original $3.2 billion deal is gone, and this year it's $1.2 billion. Instead of expanding from 600 to 1,500, the team has shrunk to 400. Two hundred million dollars on the books, a team of 400 people focused on the supply of
commodities, strengthen the supply chain, let May say heavy weight, go towards GM If such a discreet smouldering dry for three years, today's beauty said should be special. At the time, Beautiful said that 6,000 merchants, and then expanded to 20,000, the quality is uneven, it is not correct. If you cut off
the remaining 1000 of the highest quality, all provide stains, open line, line curves traders are cut off. Even make your own offline brick-and-mortar stores, buy offline brick-and-mortar stores. Become an offline collaborative fast fashion clothing brand specializing in this kind of thing, can withstand the
loneliness to do this thing, Taobao is not an opponent at all. Taobao should be a partner, ask us if we want to go to Tmall to sell. Sina Technologies: If the decision had been made at the time, it wouldn't have merged, would it? Syu Irong: If you can withstand loneliness, then beauty is a different way. Time
can't go back, after this point I understand that the CEO has to make big decisions. Liu Jiangdong is very good, in 2009, when doing logistics, all investors are against. If JD.com doesn't do logistics in 2009, became yesterday's yellow flower. Dean Lay opened the board with a baseball bat. Since then I
have made my own decisions. Such cases are not so many, most of the time do not need, key decisions for making their own decisions. The investor gives you money and the CEO is responsible for the end result. Talk about the future: 10 billion small goals of Sina technology: hope HIGO to achieve what
scale? Scale? Sina Technologies: Is HIGO Funding? Syu Irong: No, it will be refinanced in the future. Sina Technologies: What are the most important issues to be addressed in order to reach $10 billion? Xiy Irong: channels reaching 234 linear cities of the new middle class channels. Sina Technology:
Will you go to the education market? Xi yirong: Our beauty is still very lacking, the beauty of the update is just beginning, and to start with a new middle class. People up to the 70's, not good to become Toho, I saw in the first store Of Chanel - Paris Compen Street store, Chinese uncle with six wide too
shopping in the store, I feel not the beauty, not the elegance of Chanel, but the feeling of Tuhao. Easy luxury is to show beauty and taste, not to show money. Sina Technologies: When will this goal be achieved? Xiy Iron: 2020. 2010-2020 is the 10th year that China is hatching a giant fashion company. A
little like 1960 in the United States, Wal-Mart, McDonald's and other cattle forced businesses appeared in those years. In this decade, my theme was to be firmly in doing things of beauty and consumption. Page 20 Aug 2017 09:03:53 . Source: Tencent Technology. On Thursday, the space company
Vector Space Systems tested a Vector-R rocket at camden, Georgia, which successfully flew at an altitude of 10,000 feet, according to foreign media. The company's founder, Jim Cantrell, a former SpaceX executive, is also in business. The launch, which is understood to be largely funded by NASA, is
an important step for Vector Space Systems to become the top microsatellite launcher. Jim Cantrell, CEO of the company, said: As costs go down, the money worth building this rocket will be able to build multiple missiles and perform multiple launch missions in the future. Cantrell's company will not
compete in an eye with SpaceX or United Launch Alliance, which targets customers who need satellite launches but have limited budgets. While SpaceX's Falcon 9 rocket is already the best option to launch satellites in the industry, its $62 million launch cost is still too high for smaller companies, and
Cantrell's Vector-R rocket will drop directly to $3 million, which is only one fraction of the cost of spaceX's launch. Cantrell was involved in the creation of SpaceX, but decided to leave in 2002 because he disagreed with Musk, who preferred big rockets. We told Musk at the time that he should start with a
small rocket, but he didn't think it would work and it was true at the time. Cantrell said. But with a $31 million investment from venture capital firm Sequoia, Cantrell believes Vector-R can quickly win over smaller clients and will target launches 100 times a year. We're in with a number of customers, and
there are many contracts waiting to be signed. Cantrell said. In a month's time, we'll announce the first Vector user. Vector. Both Lab and Virgin Orbit will be strong competitors. (Compile/Ruizhi) Vote Download Lychee News APP customer and watch the news anytime, anywhere! Page 21 Aug 04, 2017
09:03:50 . Source: Tencent Technology. Smaller Tencent Technology News Because of countless scandals and scandals, mobile car company Uber has had a personnel earthquake, Kalanick was forced by the board of directors forced to leave. But the Uber scandal is not over yet. Recently, reputable
American media once again reported that the Singapore branch of Uber announced the recall of a number of faulty Honda cars, it was leased to the driver of the car, Uber drivers also suffered from related accidents. Kalanick, who has been the subject of much controversy, has been ousted by the
company but recently revealed that he does not want to fail and is ready to take back control of Uber. But foreign media say the latest scandal will leave his hopes of a return to Uber slim. According to foreign media reports, in 2013 Uber entered the Singapore market to organize a branch, Uber believes
that Singapore is an important hub for the global expansion of the business. But in Singapore, Uber has a big problem: it can't find enough drivers. To attract drivers, Uber has launched a new program that buys a batch of Honda cars and rents them to drivers for about $50 a day, allowing applicants to
become Uber drivers even without them. U.S. media quoted internal emails from Uber and other domestic sources saying Uber executives in Singapore had purchased 1,000 faulty cars modeled after The Honda Vezels, which Honda announced the recall. It should be noted that Uber executives were
aware of quality problems and malfunctions in cars and did not carry out the necessary repairs. In a 2016 car rental agreement, Uber told drivers that the cars were in perfect working condition. These faulty vehicles caused the accident. In January last year, for example, a Singaporean branch driver
named Ko Sen Tian picked up a passenger at 1:30 p.m., and after 19 minutes of driving, the passenger first felt something strange in the car, and then the driver noticed smoke inside. In the report of the investigation of the accident, the above-mentioned car burned the control panel of the car, as well as
the windshield was broken. Uber has previously launched a similar program in the U.S. market, working with car rental companies to offer vehicles for job seekers that can avoid paying rent if a driver completes a certain daily order. The move also aims to attract a sufficient number of drivers. It is not
known whether there are similar problems with rented vehicles in States. States. The U.S. government is also investigating Uber's use of special software fraud techniques to defraud auto regulators. Uber has also been the scene of a sexual harassment scandal, and an investigation by an outside law
firm has concluded that Uber's internal management is chaotic and that there are serious problems with its corporate culture. The investigation eventually led to Kalanick's death. Uber is currently looking for its next chief executive, who needs to change Uber's corporate culture and preserve its poor brand
image. (Comprehensive/Morning) Vote Download Lychee News APP customer and watch the news anytime, anywhere! Page 22 Aug 04, 2017 09:03:47 . Source: Cena Technologies. Less than Sina Technology News Beijing time on the morning of August 4, the Google Play App Store adds thousands of
apps every day, many of them of poor quality. To get rid of these apps, Google has revised its search and detection algorithms in the App Store, taking into account the quality of applications. These changes help optimize the overall Google Play Store experience, as well as let app developers know how
Google evaluates quality. In its blog, Google recommends that developers pay close attention to important Android information pages and advance release reports before releasing updates. In addition, if there are vulnerabilities in the app, user feedback will reflect this. We'll see if the algorithm really hits
low quality apps, but at least Google is trying to make it easier for users to find the right apps through the Play Store. Recently, Google also offered new scanning tools to identify rogue applications with malware. (Chang Fan) Vote Download Lychee News APP customer and watch the news anytime,
anywhere! Page 23 Aug 04, 2017 09:03:46 . Source: Cena Technologies. Small size of Sina Science and Technology News Beijing time on August 4 morning news, users are sharing the story online, is it true? Facebook now displays content in the relevant area of the article to help users determine
whether this is true or false. Now that articles can show users more ideas and more information, Facebook goes even further by using them to help them tell the truth from their stories. Facebook has unveiled an updated algorithm that targets potentially incorrect news based on user comments and
reports. The system then sends the story to a third party for authentication. After the inspector publishes the content to explain the story, Facebook places the content in the appropriate area of the article, which can be seen before click on the main link. If many people report that the content of the link is
fake, Facebook will not allow it to appear in the relevant area of the article, which will prevent the spread of fake news further. Connecting one story to another can disprove a previous story, or have a different perspective, and Facebook hopes that after that, users will be able to make better decisions.
Facebook doesn't want to be an arbiter of facts, but fact-checkers can signal that people's stories are true or false. (Dec) Vote Download Lychee News APP customer and watch the news anytime, anywhere! Place! 24 Aug 2017 08:42:53 . Source: China Securities News. Global shipments of wearable
devices reached 21.6 million in the second quarter, up 8 percent from a year earlier, according to a report released Wednesday by Strategy Analytics, a small research organization. Global shipments of wearable devices grew by 21% year-on-year in the first quarter. Analysts at the agency said strong
demand for low-cost fitness bracelets in China and high-quality smartwatches in the U.S. is driving growth in the wearables market. It is worth noting that chinese manufacturer Xiaomi overtook well-known manufacturers such as Apple and Fitbit to become the world's best player in the wearable device
market for the first time, driving 3.7 million cars in the second quarter, with a market share of 17%. By contrast, Apple's market share in the first quarter fell from 16 percent to 13 percent, dropping to third place. However, in the second quarter, Apple's shipments of wearable devices increased by 56
percent compared to the previous year and amounted to 2.8 million. Without sports bracelets, Apple Smart can only compete with its wearable apple Watch competitors. Fitbit, the second-largest company, shipped 3.4 million goods in the second quarter, 16 percent of the market, up sharply from 29
percent a year earlier. Analysts say Fitbit's biggest problem is the obscure positioning of the product, with cheap entry products such as Xiaomi wristbands and Apple Watch high-end smartwatches caught up up and down. Vote Download Lychee News APP client and watch the news anytime, anywhere!
Page 25 This reporter Hu Wei Exchange Economics has become the focus of the capital market, on August 1, held at the China Business Services Conference, Shenzhou Yiqiao Chairman Peng Kong, Professor Huang Yong, Director of the Center for Competition Law of the University of International
Business and Economics, China Business Services Conference Organizing Committee Secretary Li Yangyang took a securities daily interview with a reporter, they accordingly talked about views on the economy of sharing and the prospects for the future development of the economy. The sharing
economy is not the idiotic economy of China's joint bike companies growing fast, fully mocking the domestic market at the same time, but for entry into the United Kingdom, Austria, Switzerland and other European markets. A recent article in Germany Economic Weekly commented on China's fast-growing
shared bike bike, calling its prospects troubling and even calling it an idiot economy. Mr. Pang disagrees, arguing that the sharing economy is an inevitable product. The Internet is now a traditional economy that provides a theoretical basis for sharing the economy after the Internet Offers. In addition,
intensive development from a national point of view is also needed. In addition to common bikes, there are common charging treasures, etc., can be used with limited means to achieve greater demand. In a traditional economy, according to the barrel theory, it is his short advice that determines business
development, but in the internet economy, the short board can be changed and can be solved by outsourcing the dysfunctional parts. It's like we're in Shenzhou, using a third-party platform to allow businesses to share our services, Peng told reporters. Journalists. I've been a representative of the
Congressional Budget Office for ten years, and the government report often mentions one thing: how to solve a half-hour life circle, a 15-minute life circle. Businesses see business opportunities while alleviating or even solving problems that the government is trying to solve, including the problem of
network cars. Huang Yong told reporters: We see that the economy of Internet exchange due to the development of science and technology, the maturity of the market, it is to some extent to help or relieve the pressure of our urban governance. The sharing economy is more efficient in space 2B, from
sharing bikes and umbrellas to sharing charging treasures, and capital is now looking at sharing the economy in space 2C, although experts say the sharing economy will do more in space 2B. Chinese face all new, due to stiff competition, eager to be bigger and stronger, so often do so first So in the
consumer sector, you just need to know what the consumer base is, you can basically clear the size of how big, Peng said, but the service industry is different, especially for businesses to provide business services. From 2B to 2C, the logic of the market is completely different, and the sharing economy
has better sustainability and space for development in the 2B market. But in business services, he argues, the sharing economy can make a difference. As a small startup, there is no need to hire financial staff, including design that can be delegated to state design firms, human resources companies.
Therefore, in the field of public services, corporate services the sharing economy is sustainable. Download Lychee News APP customer and watch the news anytime, anywhere! Page 26 Previewing the latest Market Cena Technology News Beijing time on August 4 morning news, U.S. consumer review
site Yelp announced Thursday that it will sell the eat24 takeaway business in cash for $287.5 million to Grubhub. At the same time, the company's just-released quarterly revenue exceeded expectations, sending shares up more than 18% in after-hours trading. Yelp also said its board sanctioned a $200
million share buyback program. The takeaway platform posted a 32 percent increase in second-quarter revenue to $159 million, slightly below analysts' average estimate of $158 million. Yelp said it would consolidate Grubhub's takeaway orders through a long-term strategic partnership. Yelp's second-
quarter revenue rose 20% to $209 million, exceeding the average estimate of analysts at $205 million. Net profit for the quarter was $7.6 million last year at a price of $400,000. Investors were greeted by Yelp's poor first-quarter earnings as news of sales and buybacks also boosted sentiment. Yelp
expects third-quarter revenue of $217 million to $222 million, while analysts expected $219.7 million. Download Lychee News APP customer and watch the news anytime, anywhere! Download Lychee News APP customer and watch the news anytime, anywhere! uc browser fast download apk 2020
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